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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach to global clock
distribution in which tree-driven grids are augmented with
on-chip spiral inductors to resonate the clock capacitance. In
this scheme, the energy of the fundamental frequency resonates
between electric and magnetic forms, with the reduced admittance
of the clock network allowing for significantly lower gain require-
ments in the buffering network. The substantial improvements
in jitter and power resulting from this approach are presented
using measurement results from two test chips, one fabricated in
a 90-nm and the other in a 0.18- m CMOS technology.

Index Terms—Clock distribution, inductance, jitter, resonant
clocking, skew, timing circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

CLOCKING large microprocessors with a single high-fre-
quency global clock is becoming an increasingly difficult

task. Spatial variation in clock arrival time (skew) and compres-
sion or expansion of the clock period from nominal (jitter) can
limit the maximum operating frequency of a processor or cause
functional failure. A 10-GHz global clock distribution in the
75-nm process node can be expected to have a latency of four
to five cycles and a gain (as measured by the ratio of total clock
capacitance to the capacitance seen at the output of the PLL)
of or more. A skew and jitter budget of 10% of cycle time
translates into a delay variation of no more than 2% in the pres-
ence of process, voltage, and temperature variation, a realisti-
cally unachievable target (2% of five cycles of latency is 10%
of cycle time).

Most global clock distributions today take the form of tree-
driven grids. Clock trees are efficient in their use of wiring re-
sources and in minimizing wiring capacitance, while clock grids
provide phase averaging and reduce skew [1]. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the many levels of buffering required, tree-driven grid
global clock distributions are having difficulty meeting skew
and jitter requirements as clock frequencies approach 10 GHz
because of power-supply noise and intrachip process and tem-
perature variations. Although techniques such as power-supply
filtering and deskewing [2] have been effective in mitigating
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clock edge uncertainty, continued scaling results in increased
clock latency (as measured by number of cycles) and increased
clock loading. Both these trends worsen clock skew and jitter,
and make global clock power consumption a growing concern.

In the search for alternatives, it has been long recognized that
inductive reactance can be used to “cancel” capacitive reactance
around a given resonance frequency [3]. In LC oscillators, this
results in lower power and improved phase stability (skew and
jitter). Resonant techniques have been applied to global clock
distributions by exploiting the inductance of transmission lines
[4]–[6]. Standing-wave, or salphasic, clock distributions have
been proposed at both the board level [4] and at the chip-level
[6]. These distributions are low-skew and low-jitter, but pro-
duce a clock amplitude which varies spatially across the net-
work. Traveling-wave clock distributions [5] use coupled trans-
mission line rings to generate low-skew and low-jitter clocks,
but must contend with nonuniform phase across the distribution.
Both traveling wave and standing wave clocks are implemented
as distributed oscillators, with gain elements uniformly spaced
throughout the clock network to overcome losses. Other trav-
eling-wave distributed oscillators have been studied [7], [8], but
these have not been explicitly exploited as a distribution. The
scale, topology, and resonant frequency of these distributions
exploiting transmission-line inductance are inherently linked,
which leads to more complex scalability concerns. While the
use of LC-generated clocks for energy recovery has been rec-
ognized [9]–[11], the true scope of power savings possible with
resonant clock distributions has yet to be fully studied.

In this work, we design a uniform-phase, uniform-amplitude
resonant-load global clock distribution that provides the same
straightforward design scalability (in clock frequency and area
of the distribution) enjoyed by traditional tree-driven grids. In
our approach, a tree-driven grid is rendered resonant with a
set of discrete on-chip spiral inductors distributed throughout
the clock network. The large clock capacitance then resonates
with this inductance, dramatically reducing the gain required in
the distribution. This gain reduction saves power, reduces skew
through a reduction in clock latency, and reduces power-supply-
noise-induced jitter. In addition, less clock buffering can reduce
on-chip power supply noise, while the bandpass filtering char-
acteristic associated with the resonance can further reduce skew
and jitter.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
details of the resonant-load global clock distribution topology.
In Section III, the two test chips used to prototype the pro-
posed resonant clocking scheme are described. One chip was
designed in a 90-nm 1.0-V ten-level Cu CMOS technology [12],
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Fig. 1. Global clock distribution with a resonant load. Eight clock sectors,
which form the basic building block of the distribution, are shown.

while the other chip was designed in a 0.18- m 1.8-V six-level
Al mixed-signal CMOS technology [13]. Measurement results
from these chips are presented in Section IV. Comments on
scaling these distributions to different frequencies and different
capacitive loads are presented in Section V. Section VI con-
cludes the paper.

II. RESONANT LOAD GLOBAL CLOCK DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 1 shows a resonant-load global clock distribution. The
clock is distributed from a single synchronous source and is
buffered through a tuned, balanced, global H-tree. The tree then
drives a set of clock sectors, a basic unit of the distribution
driven by the lowest buffer level of the global clock tree. For
simplicity, only eight clock sectors are shown in Fig. 1, while
on a real microprocessor, there might be several dozen clock
sectors.

The sector buffer associated with each clock sector provides
the gain needed to drive a local H-tree, a globally connected
clock grid, and local clock buffers, as shown in Fig. 2. In
our single-ended topology, four spiral inductors have one
end attached to the clock tree and the other end attached
to a large decoupling capacitance which establishes a mid-
rail dc voltage around which the clock network swings. By
attaching the inductor into the tree (as shown in Fig. 2) a
small “treelet” distributes the current flowing into and out
of the inductor, reducing skew in the distribution. The MOS
decoupling capacitors are positioned adjacent to the spiral
inductors. Local clock buffers tap into the global clock grid
within a sector and provide additional gain needed to drive
the latches and gates in the design.

Although a distributed model is needed for detailed un-
derstanding of the clock sector, a simple lumped circuit
representation of the resonant distribution as seen by the clock
sector buffers can be used to highlight some important features.
In Fig. 3, is the capacitive load of the clock network,

is the decoupling capacitance, is the spiral inductance,
while , and model losses in the network:

models the series resistance in the spiral inductor wires,
models losses in the clock wires and losses due to

displacement current flow into neighboring conductors and the
substrate, is the loss from eddy currents due to induced
EMFs in the surrounding metal lines and the substrate. It is
worth noting that the substrate is not likely to have a significant

Fig. 2. Components and topology of a resonant clock sector.

Fig. 3. Simple lumped circuit model of the resonant clock sector.

effect on either or in the metal-dense environ-
ment of a microprocessor. The driving point admittance of the
simplified lumped model is given by

where and is the
total effective series resistance of the inductor, which includes
wire loss and eddy current loss. must be chosen large
enough to ensure that the poles associated with the resonance at
approximately do not interfere with
the zeros at the desired clock resonance frequency,

. At , the capacitive reac-
tance of clock load is cancelled by the inductive reactance of
the spirals. The amount of ripple on node B in Fig. 3 depends
on the ratio , which we choose to be three in our
design. This corresponds to decoupling capacitance that is ap-
proximately ten times greater than the amount of clock capac-
itance. Such a quantity of decoupling capacitance is no more
than what is typically required on the power-ground network in
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the case of nonresonant clocking to prevent more than a 10%
collapse of the supply rails during clock switching.

The driver Q-loads the network but the benefits of resonant
clocking come from reducing the strength of this driver (and its
Q-loading) to be just strong enough to sustain oscillation.

It is expected that higher-order resonances exist in the clock
network, characterized, for example, by standing wave patterns
in the clock grid or clock tree or the self-resonance frequency
of the spiral inductors. The frequencies of these resonances
must be kept sufficiently high so as not to interfere with the
engineered uniform-phase eigenmode of the network.
This can be achieved by ensuring that the clock grid has low
inductance and is driven from a sufficient number of points
and “suspended” by a sufficient number of inductors. This
will be discussed in more detail in Section V.

Microprocessor clock distributions must at times be able to
operate in a low-frequency test mode in which the advantages of
resonant clocking are not important. At frequencies significantly
lower than , the resonant clock network presents more
loading (higher admittance) than would present alone.
If the resonant sector clock buffer, which would be sized much
smaller than a comparable nonresonant sector clock buffer, is
too weak to operate at the chosen test frequency, larger buffers
may have to be switched in to help during test mode.

III. TWO TEST CHIP DESIGNS

In order to quantify the power savings and jitter reduction
possible with resonant-load global clocking, two test chips
were designed. The first chip, fabricated in an aggressive
90-nm CMOS technology, has a target resonance of 3.7 GHz.
However, because this chip was part of a much larger exper-
iment, there is limited controllability and observability, and
accurately measuring jitter or viewing clock waveforms is not
possible. Hence, a second chip was designed and fabricated in a
0.18- m CMOS technology. Because of its more extensive test
and measurement infrastructure, this chip is able to confirm not
only power savings, but jitter reduction as well. On both chips,
we designed a resonant clock sector, as shown in Fig. 2, and a
nonresonant “control” clock sector, allowing us to quantify the
power savings and jitter reduction that the proposed scheme
enables, without the need to design an entire global clock distri-
bution. A clock sector occupies an area of 2500 m 2500 m
in both chips.

In the 0.18- m test chip, the clock tree and grid occupy the
top two Al metal layers, M6 and M5. In order to minimize resis-
tance and inductance in the clock lines, each wire in the distribu-
tion is shielded, and each line is split into multiple fingers. Fig. 4
shows the shielding and fingering of the clock tree wires on M6
and M5.1 We use 16- m-wide segments, spaced 4 m apart. For
the M6 and M5 clock grid wires, a single 16- m-wide segment
surrounded by two 8- m ground shields spaced 4 m apart is

1We chose grounded nets for the shields because ground was available
throughout the chip, while for purposes of monitoring power in this testchip,
the V network was fractured into domains. In general, shielding with both
ground and V nets would be preferred since it creates balanced loading on
both networks.

Fig. 4. Fingering and shielding of clock tree wires on M6 and M5 on the
0.18-�m test chip.

Fig. 5. Die photo of the 0.18-�m test chip. The spiral inductors in the resonant
clock sector are visible.

used.2 The capacitive loading of the clock wires in the sector
is approximately 9.5 pF, while the drain capacitance of the tun-
able clock sector buffer contributes approximately 10 pF, giving
a total pF. Each of the four decoupling capacitors
contributes pF, and each spiral inductor is approxi-
mately nH. Since the four decoupling capacitors and four
spiral inductors act in parallel, the total effective decoupling ca-
pacitance is 240 pF and the total effective inductance is 1.5 nH.
This results in an resonance of approximately 930 MHz.
Each of the four thin-oxide inversion-mode decoupling capaci-
tors consume about 150 m 150 m of chip area, while each
5.5 turn spiral inductor has a diameter of 250 m and is routed
on M6 using 15- m-wide Al traces, spaced 1.5 m apart. Fig. 5
shows a die photo of the chip, including the two clock sectors
(resonant and nonresonant) and the spiral inductors of the reso-
nant sector.

In the 90-nm test chip, pF, pF,
and nH. This results in an effective decoupling capaci-
tance of 80 pF, an effective inductance of 0.25 nH, and an
resonance of 3.7 GHz. Because of the more advanced process
technology, the decoupling capacitors on this chip were imple-
mented as thick-oxide accumulation-mode capacitors, each con-
suming about 80 m 80 m of chip area. The three-turn spiral
inductors have a diameter of 90 m, and use 6- m-wide Cu
traces, spaced 13 m apart. An unusually large turn spacing was
used here because a very dense power grid was adjacent to the
each inductor wire segment. Because of layout image require-
ments, the vertical segments of the inductor are on M10, while
the horizontal segments are on M9.

In these designs, the spiral inductors exist in the metal-rich
environment of a microprocessor, quite different from that of

2Since the loss in the resonant clock network is dominated by the loss in
the spiral inductors, the actual widths of the clock tree and grid wires are not
critical, so long as the network is sufficiently gridded so that resistive loss is
reduced. Shielding insures that the parasitic inductance in the clock wires is well
controlled, and is typically an order of magnitude less than the spiral inductance
added.
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Fig. 6. Spiral inductors on the 90-nm test chip. Vias in the power-ground
network near the inductor are dropped and small cuts are made along the two
axis shown in order to reduce eddy currents in power-ground network beneath
and adjacent to the inductor.

Fig. 7. Worst case simulated capacitive and inductive coupling noise on a
signal line which encircles one of the spiral inductors on the 90-nm test chip.
(a) Signal line response due to a step input on the clock. (b) Signal line response
due to continuous full-rail switching of the clock at 3.7 GHz.

typical RF applications. Careful attention must be paid to limit
eddy current losses in neighboring wires; this is important both
to prevent Q degradation and to prevent inductive noise in the
power-ground distribution and in neighboring signal lines. Be-
cause the spiral inductors are much larger than the power grid
pitch, simulations using a full-wave PEEC time-domain simu-
lator [14] show that most of the potential deleterious couplings
are to the underlying power grid adjacent and beneath the in-
ductors. To impede eddy current formation, the vias in the grid
are dropped and small cuts are made in the wires down to M2,
analogous to the ground plane laminations used for spiral induc-
tors in RF circuits [15]. Fig. 6 shows the inductor layout on the
90-nm test chip, along with the cuts in the nearby power grid.

An important consideration in incorporating large spiral
inductors is that they do not represent a significant area overhead;
that is, active circuitry can use the area under the inductors. To
consider the magnitude of the induced voltages on underlying

Fig. 8. Measured driving point admittance for the resonant and nonresonant
clock sectors.

interconnect, Fig. 7 shows the noise, from PEEC simulation,
on a hypothetical signal line which encircles one of the spiral
inductors in the 90-nm test chip. A minimum width, 350 m
unshielded trace on M5 is loaded with 10 fF at the far end,
and at the near end, a driver with a linearized resistance of
50 is used to tie the line to . A 44-mA peak current is
flowing through each inductor, producing a peak magnetic flux
of approximately Wb. The peak noise induced
is less than 10 mV for a step input on the clock, and less
than 30 mV for continuous full-rail switching of the clock at
3.7 GHz. Simulations (not shown) also show that capacitive
and inductor noise coupling onto the power-ground network
is small as well (less than 5 mV) because of the extremely
low impedance of these nets.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. 0.18- m Test Chip

1) Driving Point Admittance: The drive points of the reso-
nant and nonresonant clock sector buffers on the 0.18- m test
chip include ground-signal-ground probe pads that allow for
network analyzer sweeps to be made to obtain S-parameters.
Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the measured driving point ad-
mittance as a function of frequency around zero bias. At low
frequencies, the resonant sector has a larger admittance than the
nonresonant sector because of the additional loading from the
large decoupling capacitors and the poles of the driving point
admittance associated with . At higher frequencies how-
ever, the inductors shield the decoupling capacitors and the en-
gineered parallel resonance between the spirals inductors
and the clock capacitance lowers the admittance in the resonant
sector to be below that of the nonresonant sector over the fre-
quency range from 600 MHz to 1.2 GHz. The Q of this reso-
nance is about 1.6. While a higher Q would be advantageous for
reducing power and improving skew and jitter, the low Q net-
work provides the benefit of a wide operating frequency range
without tuning. The measured resonant frequency is 970 MHz at
zero bias. If the dc bias is increased to 1.8 V, the resonance fre-
quency decreases slightly to approximately 859 MHz because
of an increase in the nonlinear drain capacitance (which consti-
tutes approximately half the clock load) with bias.
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Fig. 9. Noise generators are switched on and off at 100 MHz to produce
power-supply noise near the sector clock buffers on the 0.18-�m test chip.

2) Jitter: Since power supply noise in the clock buffers is the
main contributor to clock jitter, we are most interested in quan-
tifying the jitter in the resonant and nonresonant clock sectors
in the presence of power supply noise. Fig. 9 shows the noise
generators used to induce power supply noise on the test chip,
simple MOS switches which periodically short to ground
near the sector clock buffers. Two different power-supply switch
sizes are used which correspond to measured noise amplitudes
of 200 and 365 mV. The noise generators are switched on and
off at 100 MHz to introduce noise at one-tenth the nominal clock
frequency, typical of the most problematic low-frequency reso-
nances determined by package inductance and die capacitance
[16]. Fig. 9 shows the measured power-supply noise between
the 1.8 V supply pin and local ground.

To measure the jitter, open-drain drivers attached to a corner
of the clock grid buffer the clock off chip to the 50- input of a
sampling scope. Figs. 10 and 11 show the measured characteris-
tics at a 900-MHz operating frequency for both the resonant and
nonresonant clock sectors. Jitter is plotted as a function of sector
buffer strength (the x-axis indicates the size of the nFET in the
final stage inverter of the sector buffer: 44, 88, 175, 350, 700, or
1400 m) for three different conditions: no added supply noise,
200 mV of added supply noise, and 365 mV of added supply
noise. The figures show better than 60% reduction in jitter in
the resonant sector at all buffer strengths and at all noise levels.

In the nonresonant clock sector, the two smallest sector
buffers, the 44- m and 88- m buffers, are too weak to drive the
clock network at 900 MHz and as a result, no jitter is recorded
for these buffers. In fact, as we will show, only the strongest
buffer is able to deliver a full-rail clock. This is in contrast to the
resonant clock sector, where only the weakest buffer is unable
to drive the network full-rail. Fig. 10 shows that as the sector
buffers are strengthened in the nonresonant clock sector, jitter
is reduced. This occurs as the clock edges are sharpened and
rendered less sensitive to power supply noise. If we were able

Fig. 10. Jitter as a function of sector buffer strength as measured in the
nonresonant clock sector of the 0.18-�m test chip. The jitter is shown for the
case of no added supply noise and for two different amounts of added power
supply noise.

Fig. 11. Jitter as a function of sector buffer strength as measured in the
resonant clock sector of the 0.18-�m test chip. The jitter is shown for the case
of no added supply noise and for two different amounts of added power supply
noise.

to increase the buffer strength beyond 1400 m, further jitter
reduction would have been possible. Eventually, however, the
jitter would increase with increasing buffer strength as larger
buffers are more able to convert power supply noise into jitter.

Fig. 11 shows the jitter performance of the resonant clock
sector. For the weakest buffer (44 m) and the maximum added
power supply noise (365 mV), the clock waveform does not
have the integrity to perform a jitter characterization. Overall,
however, the resonant sector has a much better ability to reject
jitter from power-supply noise. It should be noted that the reso-
nant clock sector shows similar jitter reduction when the 44- m
buffer is strengthed to 88 m. Further increases in sector buffer
strength does not improve jitter significantly because the reso-
nant load is already filtering much of the jitter.

3) Waveforms: In addition to the open drain drivers, the test
chip includes picoprobe sites to enable probing of the clock grid
as well as a buffered clock driven from the grid. Because of the
use of passive probes, we are not able to probe the clock grid
directly without being invasive. As a result, Fig. 12 only shows
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Fig. 12. Measured clock waveforms, as locally buffered from the clock grid
on the 0.18-�m test chip. (a) Non-resonant sector. (b) Resonant sector. Two
different sector clock buffer sizes are used.

the waveforms as measured from a buffered clock using a pas-
sive 1-k S-G -probe (adjusted for the factor-of-20 attenua-
tion of the probe). The “strong driver’ curves correspond to the
1400- m clock sector buffer, while the “weak driver” curves
correspond to the 88- m clock sector buffer. Fig. 12(a) shows
the waveforms for the nonresonant clock sector. In the weak
driver case, there is insufficient amplitude on the clock grid to
buffer out a full-rail clock. Fig. 12(b) shows that for the res-
onant clock sector, both weak and strong sector clock buffers
drive the grid with sufficient amplitude to buffer out a full-rail
clock. The weak driver case shows a slight duty-cycle reduction,
most likely due to the fact that the clock grid waveform is nearly
sinusoidal at this sector buffer strength, and the buffer driving
the picoprobe pad has a slightly skewed switch point.

4) Power: Fig. 13 shows the measured power dissipation
of the resonant and nonresonant clock sectors. Average sector
buffer current is plotted as a function of frequency, with each
curve in the graph representing a different sector buffer strength.

In the nonresonant clock sector (dashed curves), except for
the largest buffer, the sub-linear dependence of the average
current on frequency is because the clock network is not being
driven full-rail. In addition, the 44- m and 88- m buffers
do not have sufficient strength to drive the network beyond
400 MHz and 700 MHz, respectively. Fig. 13 also shows that
for equivalent sector buffer strengths, the resonant clock sector
(solid curves) consumes approximately 20% less power than
the nonresonant clock sector. It is worth noting that the Q of the
resonant network, 1.6, measured in Fig. 8, is consistent with
approximately 20% of the clock energy being recovered each
cycle. A more interesting comparison, however, can be made by
comparing sector buffer power consumption based not on size,
but on ability to drive the clock network full-rail and minimize
jitter. Figs. 10–12 show that for the nonresonant clock sector,
the 1400- m buffer is the only buffer which is able to drive the
clock network full-rail. It is also the buffer which minimizes
jitter. For the resonant clock sector, the 88- m sector buffer is
the buffer which minimizes jitter and is able to drive the clock
network full-rail. Comparing the power consumption of the
nonresonant 1400- m buffer and the resonant 88- m buffer in

Fig. 13. Resonant (solid curves) and nonresonant (dashed curves) sector buffer
current as a function of frequency, as measured on the 0.18-�m test chip. Each
curve represents a different sector buffer strength, shown as numbers next to the
curves.

Fig. 14. Sector buffer currents as a function of frequency on the 90-nm test
chip, as measured (solid line) and as simulated (dashed line).

Fig. 13 shows that the power savings achieved by the resonant
clocking scheme is more than 77%.

B. 90-nm Test Chip

Fig. 14 shows a plot of sector buffer current as a function
of frequency for the resonant and nonresonant sectors on the
90-nm test chip, as measured (solid line) and as simulated
(dashed line). At low frequencies, the clock driver in the
resonant sector, which is sized to be the same as the driver
in the nonresonant sector,3 draws approximately ten times
more current than the driver in the nonresonant sector. This is
because the resonant driver sees not only the clock capacitance,
but also the decoupling capacitors. As is approached, the
buffer in the resonant sector begins to draw less current since
the clock load’s capacitive reactance is canceled by the spiral’s
inductive reactance, and the load of the decoupling capacitors
is more effectively shielded by the inductors. The buffer in the
nonresonant sector continues to draw linearly more current as
frequency is increased up to 3 GHz. A measurable skew in the

3On this chip, there was no ability to vary the strength of the sector buffer.
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duty cycle of the test chip results in a reduced voltage swing
and sub-linear current increase above 3 GHz. The hardware
shows 35% less current in the resonant sector at 4.6 GHz,
15% of this reduction is due to a reduced load capacitance
on the resonant sector. This suggests that approximately 20%
of the clock power is being recycled, which is comparable to
the power savings observed on the 0.18- m test chip when
comparing equivalent buffer strengths. Had we had the ability
to reduce the strength of the sector buffer in the resonant sector
on this chip, the power savings would be much greater, and
would likely approach the 80% observed in the 0.18- m test
chip.

Fig. 14 shows that at frequencies below resonance, the res-
onant clock network draws more current than the nonresonant
clock network because of the additional loading presented by
the decoupling capacitors. It is thus important to operate the
resonant network at frequencies at or above resonance in order
to avoid driving this extra load. In designs with many different
frequencies of operation, the target resonance should be at the
lowest such frequency. In situations where this is not possible,
some mechanism to turn-off the resonance by switching out the
spiral inductors would be desirable.

V. SCALING

The approach presented here allows easy scalability to dif-
ferent load capacitance and different operating frequencies. For
example, one can scale to higher clock frequencies for a given
clock load by the addition of more inductors to the network, re-
ducing the effective in Fig. 3. Adding more spirals to the grid
is preferable to reducing the inductance of each spiral because
the addition of more “attach” points help to suppress high order
resonance in the clock network and preserve the uniform phase
and uniform amplitude across the clock distribution. In fact, by
designing the clock tree and grid to be low inductance, we de-
liberately push other resonances associated with the network to
high frequencies so that they do not interfere with the dominant
engineered resonance.

The low inductance clock grid also helps to reduce skew due
to mismatch in the spiral inductors, similiar to the way a low
inductance clock grid helps to reduce skew due to clock buffer
mismatch in nonresonant clocking. Simulation of the resonant
network in the 0.18- m test chip shows that a 100% variation in
the inductance value of one of the four spiral inductors does not
degrade the skew by more than 15% across the clock sector. This
immunity to inductor mismatch induced skew is due to the low
inductance clock grid phase averaging the low Q clock network
over the relatively small area of single clock sector.

It is commonly argued that power reduction approaches
applied to the global clock distribution will have only a small
effect on overall clock power requirements because much of the
clock distribution is local, that is, gain stages driven from the
global distribution to the latches. Similar arguments can be made
about jitter and skew introduced in the local clock distribution.
The approach presented here, because of its straightforward
scalability to different load capacitance and because of the
dramatically reduced gain requirements on the driving network,

allows a general collapsing of the buffering network, both
global and local. More capacitance can be transferred up to
the global level and fewer levels of local clock buffering can be
employed. In this way, the jitter, power, and skew advantages
of resonant clocking can be extended closer to the latches.
Given that the bulk of the capacitance is in the “leaves” of
the tree, the largest power advantage will come in extending
resonance down to the latches. This will require more detailed
understanding of the skew and jitter implications of temporal
and spatial variations in clock capacitance, more consideration
of how clock gating and other “local” clock manipulations
will be accomplished, and how latches will perform with the
more “sinusoidal” clocks characteristic of resonant networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to global
clock distribution in which traditional tree-driven grids are
augmented with on-chip inductors to resonate the clock ca-
pacitance at the fundamental frequency of the clock node. The
resulting distribution delivers a uniform-phase, uniform-ampli-
tude clock and allows straightforward scalability to different
clock load capacitances and different operating frequencies.
With the low Qs typically achieved, approximately 20% of the
energy of the fundamental is recovered and reused each cycle.
Further power reductions come about because of the ability
to significantly scale back the required buffering in the global
clock distribution, allowing total power saving approaching
80%. This decrease in buffering, along with the natural band-
pass characteristics of the resonant network, results in over
60% reduction in jitter as well.
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